Bibliometric and Visualized Analysis of Stem Cells Therapy for Spinal Cord Injury Based on Web of Science and CiteSpace in the Last 20 Years.
To provide an analysis of Web of Science (WoS) indexed literature related to stem cells therapy in spinal cord injury published between 1999 and 2018. Data were obtained from the WoS Core Collection on March 30, 2019. Qualitative and quantitative analysis was conducted based on WoS. Co-citation analysis, collaboration analysis, and co-words analysis of keywords was conducted by using CiteSpace. A total of 4188 references were obtained. The number of publications continually increased over the investigated period. Articles were the most frequently document type. Cell Transplantation (127) was the most productive journal. Experimental Neurology (2180) was the most frequently co-cited journal. H. Okano was the most productive and influential author, with 98 publications and 4860 cited counts. The most productive country and institution were the United States and University of Toronto, respectively. Researchers and institutions from Canada, the United States, Japan, and China were the core research forces. There was a broad and close cooperation worldwide. The Lu et al.'s (2012) article (co-citation counts, 177) was the most representative and symbolic reference. Transplantation, functional recovery, marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cell treatment, and progenitor cells were the hot spots. Inflammation, glial scar, nerve regeneration, neurite outgrowth, and bone marrow stromal cell were research frontiers. Research on stem cells for spinal cord injury is a well-developed and promising research field. There is broad global scientific research cooperation. More cooperation among top authors, institutions, and countries is needed. Our results may be helpful for researchers in identifying further potential perspectives on collaborators, research frontiers, and hot topics.